PIR CENTER
INFORMATION PRODUCTS 2021
TOPICS
- Nuclear nonproliferation
- Arms control
- Peaceful use of nuclear energy

NEW FORMATS
We analyze what is happening in the field, monitor the evolution of key actors’ positions based on the analysis of official documents and statements, explain the importance of the main news of the month, recommend the best materials, interview Russian and foreign experts.

MONTHLY
Every month we inform our subscribers via email
The group includes PhD students and young experts, as well as experienced professionals and employees of public institutions, specialists in the political and technical aspects of nuclear nonproliferation and nuclear energy.

Members share their views on the latest developments in the field, analyze other expert opinions, share interesting articles.
E-journal *Yaderny Kontrol* has a Telegram channel. Follow us to read latest news and not to miss interesting articles.

**BOT FOR DISCUSSIONS**
Write to @YadernyKontrol_bot and share your opinion.
PIR Press Newswire
Email newsletter on global security

5 TOPICS

- Nuclear nonproliferation
- Cyber security
- Peaceful use of nuclear energy
- Regional security
- Emerging technologies and security

PIR CENTER EXPERTISE

Our experts analyze developments in the field of global security and provide their risk assessment

PIR CENTER NEWS

We tell our subscribers about PIR Center’s news: meetings, events, contests, and vacancies
相通的，《安全》系列偶尔论文系列（俄文版）

DETAILED OVERVIEW
A concise and comprehensive analysis of an international security problem

NUMBER
10 Security Index Occasional Paper Series per year

VITAL TOPIC
Reports raise the most pressing global security topics

IN PRINT & ONLINE
Subscribers receive our reports via email. The printed version of reports is distributed at international conferences.
SECURITY INDEX
Occasional Paper Series (Global edition)

ANALYTICAL REPORT
A concise and comprehensive analysis of one international security problem

10 PAPER SERIES
There will be 10 Security Index Occasional Paper Series per year

ENGLISH-LANGUAGE EXPERTISE
We translate key materials by PIR Center experts into English and publish research by foreign experts

RUSSIAN EXPERTS’ COMMENTS
Comments by representatives of Russia’s nuclear industry, as well as by Russian nuclear nonproliferation experts
Окончание примеров из серии "Оригинальных исследований" из "Security Index".
NEW WEBSITE WITH ONLINE RESEARCH AND LEARNING PLATFORM

№ 1 SOURCE of information and materials on nonproliferation of weapons of mass destruction and international security in Russian

EXPERTISE from outstanding diplomats, experts, researchers and the entire nonproliferation community of Russia, the CIS and other countries

FREE ACCESS to the priceless archive of documents, books, materials, and digitized manuscripts

VIDEO MATERIALS prepared by specialists specifically for users of the online educational platform
WHY PEOPLE FOLLOW OUR WORK

We tell our readers about key events

We explain political developments in the field of global security

Our expertise has been trusted since 1994

8 regions of the world

>2500 representatives of foreign diplomatic missions, businesses, public institutions, international organizations, journalists, academic and expert communities

5 products
Those reading PIR Center’s materials are not random people. We know our readers personally; we meet every month at thematic events. Our subscriber base is maintained manually.